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Figure 4. Advertising Media By Category
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received a promotional product. The
measurement of reach across advertising
channels sings a different tune. Broadcast
advertising chases after cosnumers
being in the right place and at the right
time. Consumers must be watching the
right channel or listening to the right
station the moment a commercial airs
to receive the branded message. Print
advertising, on the other hand, relies on
the consumer accessing the material and
coming across the advertisement in the
placement position. Mobile advertising
requires the consumer to download the
right app in which the ad was placed,
and online advertising needs to have
initiated a load onto a browser to be
counted in the reach calculation.
Eighty-nine percent of consumers have
received a promotional product in the
past six months—that’s nearly nine in 10
who own a promotional product, nine in
10 who use promotional products, and
nine in 10 walking billboards for a brand.
Promotional products provide brands
with a reliable path to reach the target
consumer group by positioning their
message as it will be best received.
In fact, according to PPAI research,
promotional products are the most
welcomed form of advertising by all
generations and considered most
effective in providing a rationale to
respond (Figure 6).
Promotional products not only allow
brand messages to effectively reach their
intended audience, they also spread the
word to anyone who sees the product
displayed, used or shared. Promotional
products are used daily, and 83 percent
of consumers use them more than once
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Figure 5. Consumer Reach Metrics
noun 1. An advertising medium’s ability to reach the
target audience.

REACH
(rēCH)

verb 2. Capturing consumer exposure to a brand.
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Figure 6.
Most Effective Forms Of Advertising Ranked By Generation
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